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Abstract—This paper investigates the impacts of electric
vehicles (EVs) on power system frequency regulation based on
an open-source transmission-and-distribution (T&D) dynamic co-
simulation framework. The development of an EV dynamic model
based on an Western Electricity Coordinating Council dynamic
model is introduced first, then the T&D dynamic co-simulation
platform is described. The advantage of the overall platform
is that distributed energy resources, such as distributed photo-
voltaics and EVs, are modeled explicitly in both transmission
and distribution simulators for frequency and voltage dynamics,
respectively. The case studies simulate the frequency responses
(i.e., primary and/or secondary) of the EVs after the system
is exposed to an N-1 contingency, such as a generation trip.
Various EV frequency regulation participation strategies are also
investigated to study their impacts on system frequency response.
The studies shows that EVs have the potential capability to
provide effective frequency regulation services.

Index Terms—Electric vehicle, frequency regulation,
transmission-and-distribution dynamic co-simulation

I. INTRODUCTION

Many countries have set goals toward or are planning
to reach a carbon emissions-free power sector and to re-
duce carbon emissions of the transportation sector during
the next two decades. As a result, an increasing number
of electric vehicles (EVs) and charging infrastructure will
be deployed in the transmission and distribution networks.
Because inverter-based resources—such as EVs, distributed
photovoltaics (DPV), and energy storage—are connected to the
grid through power electronic devices, the total inertia of the
system is decreasing and making the system more vulnerable
to frequency fluctuations [1]. Different control strategies for
the generation units and storage can be adopted to restore the
frequency response by providing real power support [2, 3].
These frequency regulation services, including both primary
frequency response (PFR) and secondary frequency response
(SFR) [4], can balance the system total load and generation.
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EVs, equipped with a battery, have the capability and
flexibility to provide fast frequency response, including PFR
and SFR, to help mitigate system frequency fluctuations and
to enhance system frequency stability; however, this vehicle-
to-grid (V2G) frequency regulation provision may impact
both the bulk power system frequency response and the local
distribution network voltage profiles. Because the charging
infrastructure is usually designed to sustain charging of EVs at
the rated power, the V2G discharging for frequency regulation
could increase local voltage and lead to overvoltage violations.

To synthetically study the impacts of the EVs’ frequency
regulation on both the bulk power system and a distribution
network, this paper leverages a transmission-and-distribution
(T&D) dynamic co-simulation model that can simultaneously
perform the bulk system dynamic simulation and distribution
power flow analysis. The coordination between EVs and other
DERs, such as DPV, for frequency regulation is studied.
Multiple participation strategies for the frequency response
from EVs are investigated. The main contributions of this
paper can be summarized as follows:

• An innovative EV dynamic model considering EV own-
ers’ participation willingness has been developed and
added to the T&D dynamic co-simulation model [4] to
enable the analysis of the frequency response from EVs.

• The coordination between the EV and DPV frequency
regulation is studied, which provides guidance for future
coordination optimization of DER grid services.

• The impacts of EV frequency regulation are analyzed, in-
cluding PFR and SFR on bulk system frequency response
and distribution voltage. Multiple participation strategies
of the frequency response from EVs are investigated.

II. EV MODEL AND SIMULATION FRAMEWORK

A. EV Model

Plug-in EVs have promising capabilities to provide several
T&D grid services [5]. Because EVs are essentially inverter-
based resources, we developed an EV dynamic model based
on the Western Electricity Coordinating Council PVD1 model
[6]. Here, we added 1) a parameter Pcap that models the
participation strategies of EV; 2) the state-of-charge (SOC)



Fig. 1: Block diagram for the EV dynamic model including PFR.

related blocks that decide the current flowing in and out of
the battery, as shown in Fig. 1. Note that a generic model of
PFR is also included in Fig. 1. The overall dynamic model
can represent general EV battery behaviors, which is added to
ANDES [7], a grid electro-mechanical dynamics tool.

More specifically, pcap added in this model limits the
participation of an EV to provide frequency regulation. pcap
is in range [-1, 1], and the meanings of representative values
are explained here. When pcap =-1, the EV’s maximum power
is 100% charging, which means that the EV cannot provide
PFR and SFR. pcap =1 means that the EV’s maximum power
is 100% discharging, and the EV can change its status from
charging to discharging to provide PFR and SFR. Similarly,
pcap =-0.5 and 0.5 mean that the EV’s maximum power is
50% charging and 50% discharging, respectively. pcap =0
represents that the EV’s maximum power is 0, which means
that the EV is not charging or discharging.

a) PFR: PFR uses droop control, i.e., when the fre-
quency deviation is larger than a PFR deadband, the EV
changes its active power output accordingly. An additional
power output, Pdrp, is added to the generation output:

Pdrp =

{
(60−dbUF )−f

60 Ddn if f < 60
f−(60+dbOF )

60 Ddn if f > 60
(1)

where dbUF and dbOF are the underfrequency and overfre-
quency deadband, respectively; and Ddn is the per-unit power
output change to 1-p.u. frequency change (frequency droop
gain).

b) SFR: SFR [8] is enabled by an automatic generation
control (AGC) model that includes two components: an area-
level (assuming one area in this paper) estimation of the area
control error (ACE) and a plant-level control that receives the
SFR reference power, Pext, for each plant. ACE represents the
system generation and load imbalance. ACE is calculated as:

ACEtt = 10B(freqm,tt − f0) (2)

where tt is the AGC time interval index; ACEtt is the
ACE at the AGC interval tt; freqm,tt is the measured system

Fig. 2: Simulation components with information exchange

frequency at the AGC interval tt; f0 is the system reference
frequency; and B is the frequency bias in MW/0.1Hz. After
a frequency error tolerance deadband, fdb, a proportional-
integral (PI) control is applied on the ACE signal to calculate
the control variable, u(t) (i.e., AGC signal); KP and KI are
the coefficients of the AGC PI controller:

u(t) = −KPACE −KI

∫
ACE. (3)

The AGC signals are normally updated every 4 s in the field.
The output from the PI controller is allocated to each AGC
generator considering the unit’s participation factor, resulting
in the final AGC control reference for each unit. Note that
the participation factor of each unit is decided by a real-
time economic dispatch that is normally updated every 5
minutes. Each EV’s participation factor can be updated by the
corresponding EV aggregator and/or under a different time
interval based on the local aggregator’s optimization.

B. T&D Dynamic Co-simulation Platform

This section introduces the T&D dynamic co-simulation
framework for studying effect of EVs on frequency response.
The backbone of this framework is developed in [4]. The
co-simulation framework is based on the HELICS platform
and the open-source power system simulator ANDES and
OpenDSS [9]. HELICS is an open-source, cyber-physical co-
simulation framework for energy systems. Following are a
few key concepts of HELICS that are relevant here: federates,
brokers, simulators, and messages; for more details, see [10].

The developed EV component enables EV frequency re-
sponse studies (see Section II). Assume that the overall system
comprises a transmission system; a control center; and an EV
aggregator and a photovoltaic (PV) aggregator for each load
bus, as shown in Fig. 2. The transmission system sends the
system frequency and the ACE signals to the transmission
control center every 0.5 second, where the AGC signals are
calculated with the PI controller and sent to the EV and
PV aggregators every 4 seconds. This setup is modeled in
HELICS, where the transmission simulation federate uses
ANDES, and the distribution quasi-static time-series power
flow uses OpenDSS.

III. CASE STUDIES

This section illustrates the V2G impacts on frequency
response by T&D co-simulation. Two sets of cases are studied.
Case set 1 explores the impact of DPV and EVs on frequency
response. Case set 2 tests various EV participation strategies
to analyze their effects on system frequency response.



A. Overview of the Large-Scale T&D Test System

Fig. 3 (a) shows a one-line diagram of the transmission
system. This is a 2000-bus model and there are 10 different
voltage levels. Approximately 67 GW and 19.4 GVAr of
load are served by 544 generators of various fuel types, with
approximately 98 GW of installed capacity. The transmission
case can be found in [11], and the original data is in PSS/E
format for the power flow (raw file) and dynamics (dyr file)
data [12, 13]. Since some dynamic models in the original
PSS/E data set are not supported by ANDES, a database con-
version tool is developed. The unsupported dynamic models
in the original case are converted to functionally similar and
supported models in ANDES. The differences of frequency
profiles after selected N - 1 contingency events stays below
10% comparing to the original case. Conversion details are
not discussed here since the purpose of this work is analyzing
V2G impact on frequency response, rather than reproducing
the original case. The power flow and dynamics data are parsed
using a built-in tool in ANDES and then fed into ANDES. The
transmission network is tested in ANDES to ensure that the
case can be initialized properly and has a flat start.

The distribution system covers the geographic area of
Austin, Texas, and consists of six subregions [14]. The 243
distribution feeders in the five urban regions replace approx-
imately 2.83 GW of load in the transmission system. A load
total of 360k and more than 1 million electrical nodes are
simulated in the distribution system. There are 8400 DPV units
and 42,000 EVs connected to distribution feeders (200 DPV
units and 1000 EVs at each of 36 substations and 400 DPV
units and 2000 EVs at each of the remaining three substations).
Each EV is assumed to have a rated power of 7 kW [15] and
a rated energy of 50 kWh. The assumed EV rated power of
7 kW is taken from [15], most electric vehicles charging at
home on a 240-volt level 2 charger will draw about 7,200
watts or less. The total DPV power output is 222.7 MW, and
the total installed DPV capacity is 2.1 GW. All 42,000 EVs
consume 294 MW (charging at rated power) of power, and the
total frequency regulation headroom is 588 MW (from rated
charging to discharging). The co-simulation is performed on
a high-performance computer, Eagle, at National Renewable
Energy Laboratory. The simulations assume that at the 10th
second, a generator in the Austin area, with 477 MW of real
power output, is dropped. The SFR is provided only by the
connected DPV and EVs in the system.

Fig. 3: (a) One-line diagram of the 2000-bus case [11, 12], with
Austin area colored in green and (b) five urban subregions in the
distribution Austin data set [16]

B. Comparison between DPV and EV Frequency Regulation

This subsection explores the impacts of DPV and EVs on
balancing generation and demand. Both PFR and SFR are
considered. Details of each scenario are given in Table I. In
Case 1 1, DPV and EVs do not provide SFR (AGC). In Case
1 2, only DPV provides SFR, and it’s the opposite in Case
1 3. In Case 1 4, both DPV and EVs provide SFR to the grid.

TABLE I: DETAILS OF FOUR SCENARIOS

Case 1 1 Case 1 2 Case 1 3 Case 1 4
DPV AGC off on off on
EV AGC off off on on

Fig. 4 shows the system frequency response after the gen-
eration trip event under the four cases. The system frequency
drops immediately when the event happens, and it starts to
recover soon afterward, with PFR from both conventional units
and DERs (i.e., DPV and EVs). Without DERs providing
SFR (Case 1 1), the system frequency cannot return to 60
Hz because in this testing system, conventional generators
do not provide SFR. In both Case 1 2 and Case 1 3, the
headroom of the DPV and EVs, respectively, are enough to
cover the amount of generation loss, such that the frequency
can be restored to 60 Hz after approximately 100 seconds. The
frequency response curves of Case 1 2 and Case 1 3 are quite
close because the dynamic parameters (droop parameters and
inverter settings) of the EVs and DPV are the same. When
both DPV and EVs provide SFR (Case 1 4), the system can
recover, and the frequency recovery process is shorter.

Fig. 4: System frequency response under different scenarios

Fig. 5: EV SOC under different scenarios

Fig. 5 demonstrates the impacts of EV frequency regulation
provision on its battery SOC. The EVs are constantly fully
charging before the event. After the contingency, PFR is
activated first, and SFR increases the power output of the EVs
after receiving the AGC signal. As shown in the results from
cases 1 1 and 1 2 (EV AGC off) and from cases 1 3 and
1 4 (EV AGC on), the EV charging patterns are all different



Fig. 6: EV real power output under different scenarios

despite the same EV AGC settings. The interactions between
the system and the EVs change the charging speed of the
EVs, as shown in Fig. 6. More specifically, the EV charging
speed is different in cases 1 1 and 1 2. In Case 1 1, since
the system frequency cannot be restored to 60 Hz, the PFR
of the EVs will be activated, and the EVs provide PFR to
support the frequency during the whole simulation horizon;
therefore, the EVs will not be fully charging in this case even
when the frequency is stable, as shown in Fig. 6. In Case 1 2,
with the SFR support from the DPV, the system frequency
can be restored to 60 Hz, and PFR of the EVs will phase out
once the frequency is restored; therefore, the power output of
the EVs will be restored to fully charging once the frequency
is restored to 60 Hz, as shown in Fig. 6. In Case 1 3, the
burden on the EVs is heavier (with only EVs providing SFR)
compared with Case 1 4, when both DPV and EVs provide
SFR, so they starts to discharge; therefore, the EVs start to
discharge in Case 1 3. Consequently, the SOC of the EVs is
the lowest in Case 1 3, when only the EVs provide SFR. The
SOC of the EVs will be the highest in Case 1 2, when they
do not provide SFR and the PFR reduces to 0. The EV power
consumption varies as the EV and DPV frequency support
strategies change. The SFR settings of both the EVs and DPV
impact the charging pattern of the EVs.
C. Impacts of EV Participation Factor

This subsection investigates the impacts of different EV
frequency regulation strategies. Five EV frequency regulation
strategies have been tested with varying pcap values (i.e., -
1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1), as discussed in Subsection II.A. The AGC
signal is disabled for DPV, so they do not provide any SFR.

Fig. 7: Frequency response under five frequency regulation strategies

When pcap = -1 (the violet line in Figs. 7–9), the EVs do
not have headroom for both PFR and SFR. The maximum
power output of the EVs is 100% charging all the time. The
EVs participate in neither PFR nor SFR. The EV charging

Fig. 8: EV SOC under five frequency regulation strategies

rate is constant 100% all the time. Under this situation, the
frequency nadir after the generation drop event is lower than
Case 1 1 in Case set I because the EVs cannot provide PFR
with pcap = -1, and the system frequency cannot return to
60 Hz. In Case 1 1, however, the EV can still provide PFR
without providing SFR.

When pcap = -0.5 (the red line), the maximum power
output of the EVs is set to be 50% charging. The frequency
nadir is higher than that when pcap = -1 because the EVs
have 50% charging power headroom to provide PFR after the
contingency with pcap = -0.5. But the nadir is lower than in
the other scenarios because the PFR provided by the power
headroom of the EVs is limited by the pcap value.

The scenario with pcap = 0 (the green line) is an edge case.
The charging rate of the EVs starts to decrease to 0 after the
loss of generation. Starting from pcap ≥ 0, the amount of PFR
power support is no longer limited by the EV headroom but
by the droop parameters, and the frequency nadirs are almost
the same since the droop parameters of the EVs are the same.

When pcap > 0 (the blue & the orange lines), the EVs
can send power to the grid. After the contingency, the real
power output increases (from charging to discharging), the
SOC of the EVs decreases, and the system frequency gradually
recovers. Note that there is only a slight difference when pcap
changes from 0.5 to 1 after 100 seconds for the three curves
including the system frequency response, the EV SOC, and
and the EV power output. This is because the total amount of
power support from the PFR and SFR by the EVs with pcap
= 0.5 are nearly enough to cover the power imbalance.

Fig. 9: EV power output under five frequency regulation strategies

Fig. 10 shows the voltage profiles of a substation bus and
all downstream feeder nodes. It shows the average voltage
and the three-sigma (standard deviation) range of the voltage
that covers 99% of the feeder’s nodes. One can observe that
the voltage increases and then decreases after the generation



Fig. 10: Case pcap = 1: voltage of substation Bus 6032 with all
downstream feeders, with medium-voltage and low-voltage nodes

decreases because the local EVs/DPV participate in PFR and
SFR. This demonstrates that the co-simulation model can
capture the local voltage response.

The simulation results demonstrate that the system condi-
tions, the DER AGC settings, and the EV charging strategies
all affect the system frequency response after contingencies.
The proliferation of DERs, DPV, and EVs is crucial to the
system frequency response, especially in future power systems.

IV. CONCLUSION

With the increasing electrification of the transportation
sector, the impact of EVs on the system frequency stability
should be investigated. This paper studies the impact of EVs
on the system frequency regulation through a T&D dynamic
co-simulation model. Both the PFR and SFR of EVs are
studied. Simulation results demonstrate that the aggregation
of EVs has great potential to provide both PFR and SFR to
restore the system frequency faster after contingencies. Several
factors impact the frequency regulation from EVs, such as
the participation factor and the potential SOC limits. When
EVs are enabled to change their status from fully charging to
fully discharging, their capability and flexibility to provide fre-
quency regulation are the largest, and the system frequency can
be restored the fastest. While results presented in this paper
are based on several assumptions, the outcomes can still reveal
EV impact on frequency response using T&D co-simulation
platform. Future work includes research on the coordination
between EV charging scheduling and frequency regulation to
maintain a better trade-off of the system frequency stability
and the charging time of the EVs. Sensitivity analysis of pcap
values will be provided in the future work as well.
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